IMMIGRATION “SCANDAL” IN USA IS 100% ABOUT
PUMPING VOTER LISTS FOR THE DNC!
The Democratic Leaders Want To Fill The USA With
Immigrants Who They Think Will Vote Democrat so those
Leaders Can Get Free Government Cash

Feds: Every legal Mexican immigrant sponsors
six more to US
by Paul Bedard |

While President Trump has his eyes on curbing illegal immigration, federal rules are allowing legal
immigrants to "sponsor" several more family members from their countries, according to the
Department of Homeland Security.
On average, legal immigrants have been sponsoring three additional immigrants. And newly arrived
Mexicans are sponsoring an additional six family members.

The statistics analyzed by the Center for Immigration Studies find that sponsorships exceed initial
immigration numbers.
Called "chain migration" because the first immigrant acts as a link to many others legally allowed to
follow, the practice is having a huge impact on the U.S. Sponsors are "native-born citizens or
naturalized citizens."
Jessica Vaughan, the director of policy studies at the Center for Immigration Studies, reported that in
the last 10 years half the 10.6 million immigrants allowed into the country were "initiating" and the rest
sponsored followers. Over the last 35 years, over 60 percent were sponsored.

Her findings are even more alarming when considering the fate of some 800,000 recipients of the
Obama-era Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals. "Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA)
program is likely to increase chain migration in the future, as DACA beneficiaries eventually qualify
for citizenship and the opportunity to sponsor their parents and siblings, many of whom also have been
residing in the United States illegally," she wrote in the report.
Her key findings:
• Over the last 35 years, chain migration has greatly exceeded new immigration. Out of 33
million immigrants admitted to the United States from 1981 to 2016, about 20 million were
chain migration immigrants (61 percent).
• Judging from preliminary administrative data, approximately 1,125,000 legal immigrants were
approved for admission in 2016, which is about 7 percent higher than 2015, and one of the
highest numbers in the last decade.
• The largest categories of chain migration are spouses and parents of naturalized U.S. citizens
because admissions in these categories are unlimited by law.
• According to the most complete contemporary academic studies on chain migration, in recent
years each new immigrant sponsored an average of 3.45 additional immigrants. In the early
1980s, the chain migration multiplier was 2.59, or more than 30 percent lower.
• Of the top immigrant-sending countries, Mexico has the highest rate of chain migration. In the
most recent five-year cohort of immigrants studied (1996-2000), each new Mexican immigrant
sponsored 6.38 additional legal immigrants.
• Chain migration is contributing to the aging of the immigration stream. In the early 1980s, only
about 17 percent of family migrants were age 50 or over. In recent years, about 21 percent of
family migrants were age 50 or older — a rate that is more than 24 percent higher. This trend
has implications for the fiscal consequences of immigration.
• Enacting an amnesty for roughly 700,000 DACA beneficiaries is likely to add double that
number in additional immigrants because of chain migration, as the amnesty beneficiaries
sponsor their parents and other family members.

• Congress could mitigate the chain migration impact of a DACA amnesty by eliminating and/or
scaling back the three main categories of chain migration (parents, adult sons and daughters,
and siblings of citizens). If the controversial visa lottery program also were eliminated, legal
immigration would be reduced by 20 percent.
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